
SUBDIRECT SUMS OF RINGS 

NEAL H. McCOY 

1. Introduction. In much of the rather extensive theory of rings, 
the rings considered are restricted by certain finiteness assumptions. 
Under these assumptions the notion of direct sum plays an important 
role, but for general rings the usual theorems about direct sums are no 
longer valid. However, in certain important cases it turns out that 
the concept of subdirect sum is an appropriate generalization of that 
of direct sum. The purpose of this address is to summarize some of the 
more important known results concerning subdirect sums of rings. 
Following the introduction of the necessary definitions, we shall give 
an indication of the nature of these results. 

2. Notation and preliminary concepts. Let 5»- (i==l, 2, • • • , n) be 
given rings, and denote by S the set of all symbols 

(sh s2, • • • , sn) (si G Si, i = 1, 2, • • • , n). 

If we define addition and multiplication of these symbols by 

Ol, *2, • • • , Sn) + (s{ , Si , • • V , Sn' ) = ($1 + S{ , S2 + *2 , • • • , Sn + Sn' ) , 

and 

(Sh S2, • • • , Sn)(s{ , S2' , • • • , Sn ) = (Sl$l , S2S2 , ' * ' , Sns£), 

it is easy to verify that 5 is a ring which we call the direct sum of the 
rings Si (i = l, 2, • • • , n). The set of all elements of 5 of the form 

(*i, 0, • • • , 0) (51 G St) 

is clearly a subring S{ of 5 which is isomorphic to Si under the cor
respondence 

*i«->(si, 0, • • • , 0). 

Furthermore, S{ is closed under multiplication on either side by 
elements of 5 and hence is not only a subring of 5 but actually a two-
sided ideal in 5. If, in like manner, we define Si (i = 2, 3, • • • , n)y it 
is clear that every element of 5 is expressible uniquely in the form 

s{ +si + -••+ s: (si G 5 / , * = 1, 2, • • • , »), 
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the addition being ring addition in S. In the literature, S is usually 
said to be the direct sum of its ideals Si and this is sometimes indi
cated by writing 

S = S{ + 52' + . . . + 5n ' . 

However, for our purposes, it is usually more convenient to use the 
definition given above, that is, to consider 5 as the direct sum of the 
rings Si which, although not subrings of 5, are respectively iso
morphic to the ideals S! in 5. Obviously, the two concepts coincide 
up to an isomorphism. 

The direct sum of the rings Si (i = l, 2, • • • , n) may be reformu
lated as the ring of all functions defined on a set of n "points," say 
{l, 2, • • • , n}, such that at the point i the functional values are in 
Si. This immediately suggests the following generalization. Let 31 be 
an arbitrary set of "points" and suppose that with each point a of 
31 there is associated a unique ring 5«. The ring of all functions ƒ de
fined on 31 such that ƒ (a) G5« (a £31) is the direct sum of the rings 
Sa (a £31). In considering the direct sum of such a set of rings we shall 
find it convenient to use a notation and terminology which may sug
gest that the set 31 is denumerable. However, we do not mean to 
imply any restriction on the cardinal number of the set 31, or even that 
the set is necessarily well-ordered. 

With this understanding, let 5* (i = l , 2, • • • ) be an arbitrary set 
of rings, distinct or identical, and let us denote an element s of the 
direct sum S of this set of rings by 

^ = (sh *2, • • • ) (si £ Si). 

The zero of 5 is clearly (0, 0, • • • ), the 0 in the ith. place being the 
zero of Si. Now let T be a subring of 5. If 

/ = (*i, fa, • • • ) (* G Si) 

is an arbitrary element of T, the correspondence 

t-*ti 

defines a homomorphism of T into 5», in other words, a homomor-
phism of Tonto a subring St of 5*. The case of principal interest is that 
in which 5»* = 5< (i = l , 2, • • • ) » that is, under each homomorphism 
t—Hi every element of Si is the image of some element of T. If this is 
true we say that T is a subdirect sum of the rings Si (i = l, 2, • • • ), 
and that each Si is a component of T. 

If the ring R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum T of rings Si (i = 1, 
2, • • • ), T may be called a representation of R as a subdirect sum of 
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the rings Si (i = 1, 2, • • • ). If the isomorphism of R and T is given by 

r <r+t, 

it is clear that the correspondence 

r <-» t —> U 

defines a "natural" homomorphism of R onto S;. 
Various problems now suggest themselves as follows. Given a ring 

R, find representations of R as a subdirect sum. Do such representa
tions always exist? Or, find necessary and sufficient conditions that 
a ring R have a representation as a subdirect sum of rings of some 
specified kind. The main part of this address will be devoted to giving 
partial answers to certain specific questions of this general type. 

The earliest references to infinite direct sums of rings or to sub-
direct sums of any type are Prüfer [24],1 Krull [14] and Köthe [ i l , 
12]. Later on, we shall mention some of the essential contributions of 
these authors. However, much of the credit for the recent interest in 
this subject goes to Stone [26] for his fundamental work on the repre
sentations of Boolean rings. At this point it may be in order to quote 
one of Stone's results since it will illustrate the type of theorem to be 
expected. 

A ring R of more than one element is a Boolean ring if a2 = a for 
every element a of R. I t is not difficult to show, either directly as in 
Stone [26] or as a special case of a well known general theorem, that 
a Boolean ring with a finite number of elements is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of a finite number of two-element fields, each of which we 
may consider to be the field 1/(2) of integers modulo 2. For unre
stricted Boolean rings this result does not carry over but instead we 
have the following result of Stone [26]: 

THEOREM 1. A ring R is a Boolean ring if and only if it is iso
morphic to a subdirect sum of fields 1/(2). 

To show that the word "subdirect" in the statement of the theorem 
can not be replaced by "direct," it is only necessary to observe that 
the direct sum of any number of fields has a unit element but that 
there exist Boolean rings without unit element. 

As a matter of fact, most of the known theorems about subdirect 
sum representations are generalizations of Theorem 1 in the sense 
that they reduce to this theorem in case the rings considered are spe
cialized to be Boolean rings. An equivalent, and perhaps more 

1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. 
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familiar, formulation of Theorem 1 is that a ring is a Boolean ring if 
and only if it is isomorphic to a ring of subsets of some set. However, 
we shall not discuss this aspect of the theorem since it is the subdirect 
sum formulation which lends itself to algebraic generalization. 

3. A fundamental theorem. A problem of central interest is that 
of determining conditions under which a ring is isomorphic to a 
subdirect sum of given rings Si. A solution of this problem is given by 
the next theorem which, although implicit in earlier work of Prüfer 
[24], Krull [14], Köthe [ i l ] , and Stone [26], was apparently first 
formulated explicitly in something like its present form by McCoy 
and Montgomery [17]. 

THEOREM 2. A ring R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of rings Si 
if and only if for each i there exists a homomorphism hi of R onto Si such 
that if r is any nonzero element of R, hi(r)y^0 for at least one i. 

PROOF. Let R be isomorphic to a subdirect sum of rings Si, and 
hi the natural homomorphism of R onto Si. Since the zero elements 
must correspond to each other under an isomorphism, not all hi(r) 
can be zero unless r = 0. Conversely, if hi is a homomorphism of R 
onto Si (î = l, 2, • • • ) and not all hi(r) are zero for nonzero r, it is 
easy to verify that 

r«->(*i(')f fa(r), • • • ) 

defines an isomorphism of R with a subdirect sum of the rings Si. 
From this theorem it follows easily that if R is homomorphic to 

each of a set of rings Si* with the added condition that R is isomorphic 
to at least one of the S;*, then R has a representation as a subdirect 
sum of the rings 5»*. For this reason, if in a representation of R as a 
subdirect sum of rings Si the natural homomorphism of R onto Si 
is an isomorphism for at least one i, we say* that this is a trivial 
representation; otherwise it is a nontrivial representation. 

In view of the close relation between homomorphisms and two-
sided ideals, the preceding theorem may be reformulated as follows: 

THEOREM 3. A ring R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of rings Si if 
and only if there exist in R two-sided ideals ai such that 2?/ct»£=S», and 

nat=o. 
Although Theorems 2 and 3 are fundamental in the sense that 

most results on subdirect sums are obtained as applications of one or 
the other of these theorems, it will be apparent that their principal 
contribution to the theory is that of stating the underlying problem 
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in convenient form. In any case, the main difficulty is that of estab
lishing the existence of the required homomorphisms or ideals. 

As an application of Theorem 3, let R be a commutative ring with
out nonzero nil potent elements, that is, no positive integral power of a 
nonzero element is zero. A theorem of Krull [14] states that the set of 
all prime ideals in R has zero intersection. Furthermore, if £ is a 
prime ideal, J?/p has no proper divisors of zero and is therefore an 
integral domain. The following result of the writer [19] then is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 3: 

THEOREM 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that a commuta
tive ring R be isomorphic to a subdirect sum of integral domains is that 
R contain no nonzero nilpotent element. 

4. Subdirectly irreducible rings. A ring which has no nontrivial 
representation as a subdirect sum of any rings is said to be subdirectly 
irreducible. Since a homomorphic image of a field is either a field iso
morphic to the given field or a one-element ring consisting of the zero 
alone, it is clear that every field is subdirectly irreducible. More gen
erally, Theorem 3 shows that a ring R is subdirectly irreducible if and 
only if the intersection of all nonzero two-sided ideals in R is different 
from zero. Thus a subdirectly irreducible ring R has a unique minimal 
two-sided ideal J9*0 which is contained in every nonzero two-sided 
ideal. 

Birkhoff [2] introduced the concept of subdirect irreducibility and 
proved the following fundamental result:2 

THEOREM 5. Any ring R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of sub
directly irreducible rings. 

PROOF. Let a be any nonzero element of 1?, and consider the set 
of all two-sided ideals in R which do not contain a. Zorn's Lemma as
serts the existence of a maximal ideal ma in this set. If now a varies 
over the nonzero elements of R the intersection of all m0 is zero and 
hence, by Theorem 3, R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of the rings 
R/ma. However, every nonzero two-sided ideal in R/ma contains 
â5^0, where & is the residue class to which a belongs modulo tna, and 
thus R/ma is subdirectly irreducible. 

This theorem suggests the desirability of characterizing the sub-

2 In McCoy [19] it was shown that any ring with unit element is isomorphic to a 
subdirect sum of irreducible rings, an irreducible ring being one which can not be ex
pressed as the direct sum of two proper two-sided ideals. The irreducible components 
constructed in proving this are actually subdirectly irreducible, but the significance 
of this concept was first observed by Birkhoff [2]. 
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directly irreducible rings. Any simple ring, that is, a ring containing 
no nonzero two-sided ideal except the entire ring, is clearly sub
directly irreducible. Beyond this, not much is known about the non-
commutative subdirectly irreducible rings. However, in the com
mutative case, the subdirectly irreducible rings have been completely 
characterized in [21 ]. These results may be stated in the next two 
theorems, in both of which the ideal J is the unique minimal ideal. 

THEOREM 6. Let R be a commutative ring with at least one element 
which is not a divisor of zero, and let D be the set of all divisors of zero 
in R. Then R is subdirectly irreducible if and only if it has the following 
properties : 

(i) The set of all elements x of R such that Dx = 0 is a principal ideal 
J=(j)*0. 

(ii) D is an ideal and R/D is a field. 
(iii) If d\ is any element of D which is not in J, there exists an element 

d2 of D not in J such that d\d^J. 

A typical example of a ring satisfying these conditions is the ring 
I/(pm) of integers modulo a power of a prime. In this case, / = (pm~l)i 
D = (p). 

THEOREM 7. Let Rbea commutative ring of more than one element in 
which all elements are divisors of zero. Then R is subdirectly irreducible 
if and only if it has the following properties : 

(i) There exists a fixed prime p such that if OLR = 0 , then pka = 0 for 
some positive integer k, depending on a. 

(ii) The set of all elements x of R such that xR = 0, px = 0,is a prin
cipal ideal ƒ = (j) 5^0. 

(iii) If bR 9e 0t there exists an element c such that bcÇzJ. 

The ring of integral multiples of a prime p taken modulo pm is an 
example of a ring satisfying these conditions. 

In view of Theorem 5, any commutative ring of more than one ele
ment is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of rings, each of which satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 6 or those of Theorem 7. 

We now observe that the representation of a ring as a subdirect 
sum of subdirectly irreducible rings is in no sense unique. For example, 
the set of all ideals (pi) in the ring I of integers, where each pi is a 
prime of the form 4^ — 1, has zero intersection and hence I is iso
morphic to a subdirect sum of the fields I/(pi). On the other hand, it 
is clear that also I is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of the rings 
I/(<S)J where the qi are the primes of the form 4n + l. We thus have 
two representations of 7 as a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible 
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rings, all the components being fields in one representation and none 
being a field in the other. Actually, no component in one representa
tion has even a subring isomorphic to a component in the other. 

The condition (ii) of Theorem 7 shows that j 2 = 0, while condition(i) 
of Theorem 6 implies that j 2 = 0 unless Z)=0. We therefore have the 
following important special case due to Birkhoff [2]: 

COROLLARY. A subdirectly irreducible commutative ring of more than 
one element and without nonzero nilpotent elements is a field. 

By this result, a subdirectly irreducible Boolean ring is a field» 
which is clearly isomorphic to 1/(2). Theorem 1 thus follows im
mediately from Theorem 5. 

Now let R be a commutative ring of more than one element which 
is a p-ring as defined in McCoy and Montgomery [17]; that is, p is 
a fixed prime and 

XP = Xy pX = 0, 

for every element x of R. It will be pointed out presently that the com-
mutativity of R need not be assumed since it is a consequence of 
xp=x for every x. Clearly, a p-r'mg can have no nonzero nilpotent 
elements and the following result of McCoy and Montgomery [17] 
follows from the corollary and Theorem 5: 

THEOREM 8. A ring R is a p-ring if and only if it is isomorphic to 
a subdirect sum of fields I/(p). 

In a Boolean ring, 2x = 0 for every element x and thus a Boolean 
ring is just a 2-ring. Theorem 8 is therefore a generalization of Theo
rem 1. 

I t is easy to extend Theorem 8 to the case in which 

xp" = x, px = 0, 

for every element x of JR. This extension, as well as some related 
results, will be found in [18]. 

Another interesting application of Theorem 5 is to the regular 
rings of von Neumann [27, 28]. A ring R is a regular ring if for each 
element a oi R there exists an element x of R such that 

axa = a. 

We do not require the existence of a unit element. Clearly, regular 
rings are generalizations of division rings since the above equation is 
certainly satisfied if a has an inverse and we put x~arx. 

We now consider regular rings without nonzero nilpotent elements. 
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Although, in general, a homomorphic image of a ring without non
zero nilpotents may have such nilpotents, it can be shown that this 
does not happen in the case of regular rings. Furthermore, a sub-
directly irreducible regular ring of more than one element and with
out nonzero nilpotent elements is a division ring. Hence we have the 
following result of Forsythe and McCoy [4]: 

THEOREM 9. A regular ring of more than one element and without 
nonzero nilpotent elements is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of division 
rings. 

As a special case of this theorem, we mention the following result 
of Köthe [13]: 

COROLLARY I. Any commutative regular ring of more than one ele
ment is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of fields. 

Since an algebraic algebra without nonzero nilpotent elements, as 
defined by Jacobson, is regular, we also have at once the result of 
Jacobson [9]: 

COROLLARY 2. An algebraic algebra of more than one element and 
without nonzero nilpotent elements is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of 
division rings. 

One further special case may be of interest. If the ring R has the 
property that for each element a of R there exists an integer n > 1, de
pending on a, such that 

an = 0, 

then clearly R is a regular ring without nonzero nilpotents and is 
therefore isomorphic to a subdirect sum of division rings, each of 
which has the same property as R. Jacobson [9] has proved that such 
a division ring is necessarily a field, that is, it is commutative. Ac
cordingly, we have the following result (Jacobson [9], Forsythe and 
McCoy [4]) which is an extension of a classical theorem of Wedder-
burn to the effect that a division ring with a finite number of ele
ments is necessarily commutative: 

THEOREM 10. A ring R with the property that for each element a 
there exists an integer n>l, depending on a, such that an = a, is neces
sarily commutative. 

In particular, this result shows that the commutativity of a p-ring 
is a consequence of xp=x for every element x. 

In addition to the references already given, other results related 
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to the material of this section will be found in Brown and McCoy 
[3], McCoy [20], Moisil [22] and Wade [29]. 

5. The radical of a ring with minimum condition. The important 
concept of radical of a ring has usually been defined only under as
sumption of certain finiteness conditions, in particular, under assump
tion of the minimum condition. A ring R satisfies the minimum condi
tion (for right ideals) if and only if each set of right ideals in R con
tains a minimal one, that is, an ideal containing no other one of the 
set. An equivalent restriction is the descending chain condition for 
right ideals which requires that in each sequence of right ideals It-
such tha t 

I i 2 I2 2 Is 2 • • • , 

the equality must hold from some point on. 
An ideal is a nil ideal if each of its elements is nilpotent. Now if R 

is a ring which satisfies the minimum condition, the radical N = N(R) 
of R is the join (sum) of all nil right ideals in R. This means that N 
consists of all elements of R which are expressible in the form of a 
finite sum 5 ^ , where each ai is an element of a nil right ideal. 

The following facts about the radical are to be found in the standard 
texts, and we state them briefly in preparation for some generaliza
tions to be discussed presently. The radical of R is a two-sided ideal 
in R which contains every nil ideal (right, left, or two-sided). If 
N(R) = 0, R is said to be semi-simple, and the structure of semi-simple 
rings is given by the following classical results of Wedderburn and 
Artin. A ring R satisfying the minimum condition is semi-simple if 
and only if it is the direct sum of {a finite number of) simple rings. 
Furthermore, each of these simple rings is isomorphic to a complete 
matrix ring over a division ring since a simple ring with minimum 
condition is necessarily of this type. It is also known that the residue 
class ring R/N is always semi-simple and thus has the structure just 
described. 

If we relax the requirement that R must satisfy the minimum con
dition, the results as stated are no longer valid. Various attempts 
have been made to define a useful radical for an arbitrary ring, most 
of them quite naturally in terms of nilpotence.3 However, it now ap
pears that other concepts are probably more fundamental in the defi
nition of radical. We shall presently define two different radicals of a 
general ring, both of which coincide with the radical as defined above 
in case the minimum condition is assumed, and both of which,lead to 

3 See Jacobson [8] for references. 
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subdirect sum decompositions which generalize the direct sum de
composition mentioned above. 

Before proceeding, we may remark that a regular ring which satis
fies the minimum condition is necessarily semi-simple (von Neumann 
[28]). Thus the regular rings, although not involving the concept of 
radical, do furnish a generalization of the notion of semi-simple ring. 

6. The Jacobson radical. We now turn to a brief discussion of the 
radical of a general ring as defined by Jacobson [8], based partly 
on previous work of Perlis [23] and Baer [ l ] . 

If a is an element of the arbitrary ring R, the set of all elements of 
the form x+ax, xÇ£R, is a right ideal {#+##} in R. If a G { # + a x } , a 
is said to be quasi-regular, and an ideal is quasi-regular if and only if 
each of its elements is quasi-regular. The Jacobson radical Ni = Ni(R) 
is defined to be the join of all quasi-regular right ideals in R. 

If zn = 0, it is easy to verify that z = x-\-zxi where 

* - - 2 (- *)' 
t = l 

and thus every nilpotent element is quasi-regular. Hence every nil 
ideal is a quasi-regular ideal and JVi contains every nil right ideal of 
R. However, N\ may well contain elements which are not nilpotent 
—in contrast to the radical N as defined in the preceding section for 
rings with minimum condition. For example, if S is the ring of rational 
numbers of the form r/s, where 5 is odd, it is easy to verify that 
Ni(S) = (2) 5^0, and S has no nonzero nilpotent elements. 

Jacobson [8] has proved the following facts. The radical Ni = Ni(R) 
is a two-sided ideal in R, and R/N\ is semi-simple in the sense that 
Ni(R/Ni(R))=0. If R satisfies the minimum condition, then Ni(R) 
= N(R), and thus the Jacobson radical is actually a generalization 
of the ordinary radical N. If Rn denotes the complete matrix ring of 
order n with elements in R, then Ni(Rn) =(Ni(R))n. Furthermore, if 
R is a regular ring, then iVi(i?)=0, that is, a regular ring is semi-
simple. 

Before stating the result which shows the fundamental connection 
of the radical with the notion of subdirect sum, we need some pre
liminary definitions of Jacobson [7]. Let 93? be a vector space, of 
any finite or infinite dimension, over a division ring D, and let S be a 
ring of linear transformations of 93?. If aE<S, the effect of applying 
the linear transformation a to the vector x of 9ft may be denoted by 
xa. Suppose now that in 93? there exist at least k vectors which are 
linearly independent relative to D. The ring S is said to be k-fold 
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transitive if for every set %\y #2, * • * , %k of k linearly independent 
vectors and arbitrary vectors yiy y2y • • • , yu, there exists an element 
b of S such that x%b = yi (i = l, 2, • • • , k). The ring S is dtewse iw 93? 
over D if it is fe-fold transitive for all k = 1, 2, • • • (up to the dimension 
of 9ft if 9ft has finite dimension). The abbreviated statement that S 
is a dense ring is to be interpreted as meaning that S is a dense ring 
of linear transformations of some vector space over a division ring. 

We can now state the following fundamental theorem of Jacobson 
[8]: 

THEOREM 11. A necessary and sufficient condition that a ring R be 
isomorphic to a subdirect sum of dense rings is that Ni(R) =0. 4 

Jacobson [7] has pointed out that a dense ring S satisfies the mini
mum condition if and only if its vector space 9ft has finite dimension. 
Furthermore, a dense ring of linear transformations of an ^-dimen
sional vector space is the ring of all linear transformations of the 
space and hence is isomorphic to the ring of all matrices of order n with 
elements in a division ring which is anti-isomorphic to the underly
ing division ring. This shows that the dense rings generalize the com
plete matrix rings over division rings. Theorem 11 is thus an appro
priate analogue of one of the Wedderburn-Artin theorems for rings 
with minimum condition. 

I t is easy to see that a commutative dense ring is necessarily a 
field and Theorem 8, for example, may be obtained as a corollary 
to Theorem 11 since a p-ring is necessarily semi-simple. 

Before proceeding to still another definition of radical, we may 
make a few additional remarks. In the first place, we point out that a 
dense ring need not be simple since the (dense) ring of all linear trans
formations of an infinite dimensional vector space contains as a proper 
two-sided ideal the set of all finite valued transformations a, that is, 
transformations a such that 9fta has finite dimension. However, an 
important result of Jacobson [7] shows that a simple ring with a 
maximal right ideal—in particular, a simple ring with unit element—» 
is isomorphic to a dense ring. In this connection, we may also ob
serve that a dense ring need not have a unit element since the ring 
of all finite valued linear transformations of an infinite dimensional 
vector space is itself a dense ring without unit element. 

In a recent paper, Goldman [5] has discussed the radical of a 
4 Jacobson has formulated this result in terms of primitive rings rather than dense 

rings, but has shown in [8] that the concepts are equivalent. If J is a right ideal in R, 
we may denote by I:R the set of all elements a of R such that i ? a C l The ring R is 
said to be primitive if there exists in R a maximal right ideal I such that I:R~0. 
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general ring, using a definition which he attributes to Chevalley. 
According to this definition, the radical of R is the intersection of the 
annihilators of all simple jR-modules. I t can be shown, however, that 
this coincides with Ni(R) and hence we have an interesting alterna
tive definition of NX(R). 

7. Another definition of radical. In preparation for the definition 
to be stated presently, let us give alternate characterizations of the 
previously defined radicals as follows. 

If R satisfies the minimum condition, the radical N(R) consists of 
the elements a of R such that every element of the principal two-
sided ideal (a) is nilpotent. 

For arbitrary R> the Jacobson radical Ni(R) consists of the ele
ments a of R such that every element of the principal two-sided ideal 
(a) is quasi-regular. That is, for every element b of (a), we have 
bÇ£{x+bx}. 

We now denote by G(b) the two-sided ideal in R generated by the 
elements of the right ideal {#+&#}, that is, 

G(b) = {t + M + £ y#i + E ?<»*<}• 
where /, ji, Zi vary over R, the sums naturally being finite. We define 
the radical N2(R) to consist of the elements a of R such that &£G(&) 
for every element b of the principal two-sided ideal (a). This definition 
and the results to be presently stated concerning this radical are to 
be found in Brown and McCoy [3], 

It is clear that always Ni(R)QN2(R)y and if R happens to be com
mutative, Ni(R)=N2(R). Furthermore, it can be shown that the 
equality also holds if R satisfies the minimum condition. However, we 
shall presently give an example which will show that in general 
Ni(R) and N2(R) do not coincide; hence they are different generaliza
tions of the radical N(R). 

It can be shown that N2(R) is a two-sided ideal in R, and that 
R/N2(R) is semi-simple in the sense that N2(R/N2(R)) = 0 . Also, if 
Rn is the complete matrix ring of order n over i?, then N2(Rn) 
= (N2(R))n. Actually, N(R), Ni(R) and N2(R) have these properties in 
common. 

If R has more than one element and a unit element 1, G( —1) = 0 ; 
and hence N2(R) T&R. If 5 is a simple ring with unit element it there
fore follows that N2(S)=0. The following result shows that simple 
rings with unit element are of fundamental interest in a study of this 
radical : 

THEOREM 12.-4 necessary and sufficient condition that a ring R be 
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isomorphic to a subdirect sum of simple rings with unit element is that 
N2(R)=0. 

The main step in the proof of this theorem is that of showing that 
N2(R) may be characterized as the intersection of all two-sided ideals 
a in R such that R/a is a simple ring with unit element.5 One part of 
the theorem then follows at once from Theorem 3, and the other 
part follows from the observation that if R is homomorphic to 5, 
then N2(R) goes into N2(S) under the given homomorphism. 

I t can be shown that a subdirect sum of a finite number of simple 
rings is isomorphic to the direct sum of some or all of these rings. 
From this, and the preceding theorem, it is easy to obtain the fol
lowing corollary. 

COROLLARY. Let Rbe a ring in which the descending chain condition 
is satisfied for two-sided ideals. A necessary and sufficient condition that 
R be isomorphic to a direct sum of a finite number of simple rings with 
unit element is that N2(R) = 0. 

An example may clarify the relation between Ni(R) and N2(R). 
Let 8 be the ring of all linear transformations of a vector space 9JÎ 
with a denumerable basis over a division ring, and g the set of all finite-
valued transformations of 8. Jacobson [7] has shown that g is a 
two-sided ideal of 8 which is contained in every nonzero two-sided 
ideal of 8, and hence 8 is subdirectly irreducible. Furthermore, 
Johnson and Kiokemeister [lO] have pointed out that % is the only 
proper two-sided ideal in 8. Now iV2(8) 5^8 since 8 has a unit element, 
and hence N2(%) = $ or iV2(8) =0 . If iV2(8) were zero, the preceding 
theorem would show that 8 is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of simple 
rings with unit element. However, since 8 is subdirectly irreducible, 
this would imply that 8 is itself a simple ring with unit element, 
which is obviously false. Thus N2(%) = $, and it is also easy to verify 
that N2(%) = S- Since 8 and % are dense rings, we have iVi(8) =Ni(%) 
= 0, and therefore N\ is properly contained in N2 in the case of both 
the rings 8 and §. 

Incidentally, Johnson and Kiokemeister [lO] have shown that the 
ring of all linear transformations of any vector space is a regular 
ring, and since ^2(8) 5^0 we see that a regular ring need not be semi-

5 Cf. Segal [25] who essentially takes this as the definition of the radical of a group 
algebra. We may point out that a one-element ring is here considered as a simple 
ring with unit element, so that JV̂ CR) ~i? in case there exists no maximal two-sided 
ideal a such that R/a has a unit element. If we complete Segal's definition by agreeing 
that his radical is to be the entire ring R in the case just described, then Segal's 
radical and i\r2(i?) actually coincide for every ring R. 
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simple with reference to the last defined radical. We may also re
mark that 8 is a regular ring which can not be isomorphic to a sub-
direct sum of simple regular rings.6 

As another example, it may be of interest to state that in the ring 
A of all bounded operators in Hubert space, N%(A) = 0 while N2(A) 
is the ideal of all completely continuous operators. 

In the definition of N2(R) one may just as well use in place of G(b) 
the ideal 

G'(b) = {t + tb + £ jiZi + £ yfai}, 

or the ideal 

G"(J) = {s + bs + t + tb + E yiZi + E ytei). 

Each of these lead to precisely the same radical N2(R). In case R 
happens to have a unit element 1, clearly 

G(b) = Gf(b) = G"(b) = { Z y*(l + &)*<}• 

8. The ^-radical of a ring. Most of the results of the preceding 
section have been generalized as follows by Brown and McCoy [3]. 
Let b-+F(b) be a mapping F of R into the set of two-sided ideals in 
R which is defined for all rings and has the property that if b—>b is a 
homomorphism of R onto a ring 5, then 

F(b) =W)-
The mapping b—>G(&), where G(b) is the two-sided ideal defined 
above, clearly has this property. If in the definition of N2(R) we re
place G{b) by F(b) we get what we shall call the .F-radical NF of R. 

It can be shown that NF is a two-sided ideal in R which may be 
characterized as the intersection of all two-sided ideals a such that 
R/a is subdirectly irreducible and has zero J^-radical. Also, R/NF 
has zero jF-radical. Concerning subdirect sums we have the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 13.-4 ring has zero F-radical if and only if it is isomorphic 
to a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible rings of zero F-radical, 

These results show that the F-radical has a number of "radical-
like" properties. However, in general, it need not reduce to the 
radical N in case the minimum condition is satisfied in i?, and hence 
is not an actual generalization of that radical. 

Let us now consider a few illustrations. If F(b) is defined by 

6 This apparently contradicts a statement of Köthe [13, p . 141 ]. 
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F(b) = 0 for all elements 6 of a ring, then every ring has zero ^-radical 
and Theorem 13 reduces to BirkhofFs Theorem 5. If we define 
F(b) = G(b), it is not difficult to show that a subdirectly irreducible 
ring of zero /^-radical is a simple ring with unit element, and Theorem 
13 yields Theorem 12. 

As another illustration, suppose that 

Fxtfi) = G(b*) = {/ + bH + D yiZi + £ 3 ^ } . 

In this case it turns out that a subdirectly irreducible ring of zero 
Fi-radical is a simple ring with unit element 1 and an element whose 
square is — 1 . Hence Theorem 13 gives us the following rather curi
ous result: 

THEOREM 14. A ring has zero Fv-radical if and only if it is iso
morphic to a subdirect sum of simple rings, each with a unit element 1 
and an element whose square is — 1 . 

A corresponding result will be obtained if in the definition of Fi(b) 
we replace b2 by any fixed polynomial in b with integral coefficients 
and zero constant term. For other illustrations of the general theory, 
see Brown and McCoy [3]. 

9. Special subdirect sums. The earliest work on subdirect sums was 
not concerned with subdirect sums as we have so far discussed them 
but rather with subdirect sums in which additional restrictions are 
imposed. In the remainder of this address we shall give a brief 
exposition of some results concerning these restricted subdirect 
sums. The material of the present section is primarily due to Köthe 

[n]. 
Let S be the direct sum of rings Si, the elements of which we may 

denote as usual by 
(si, s2, - • • ) (si G S^ i = 1, 2, • • • ). 

Now let S{ be the subring of 5 consisting of all elements of S of the 
form 

(*i, 0, 0, • . . ) (siESi), 

and similarly S' is the subring of 5 consisting of all elements with an 
element of Si in the ith. "place" and zeros elsewhere. We shall say 
that a subdirect sum T of the rings Si is a special subdirect sum7 if T 
contains all 5 / (i = l, 2, • • • ). In this case, the rings 5 / are actually 
two-sided ideals in T. Furthermore, the set of all elements of T with 

7 Köthe calls this a "transcendental direct sum." 
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0 in the ith "place" is also a two-sided ideal 27 and, for each i, 

T = Sl + 2 7 , 

that is, T is the direct sum of its ideals S' and 27 . 
Before stating the conditions under which a ring R is isomorphic 

to a special subdirect sum of given two-sided ideals in R, we need a 
result of a very special nature. If x is an element of R such that 
xR = Rx = 0, we may say that x is an annihilator of R. 

LEMMA 1. Let R be a ring with no nonzero annihilator. If cti, ct2, 
fa, fa or g two-sided ideals in R such that aiOa2 = 0, and R = <Xi-\-fa 
= a2+b2, ^ew aiÇ62 . 

PROOF. Let a\ be any element of cti. Since R~<X2+fa, we may write 

#1 — #2 4" ^2» 

where a2Ga2, &2G62. If # is any element of ct2, then ^a iGaina 2 = 0, 
and similarly x&2 = 0 since a2/̂ ï>2 = 0. I t follows that #02 = 0, that is, 
a2o2 = 0. From 2? = ct2+&2, it then follows that ^ 2 = 0. In like manner, 
if can be shown that O^R = 0 , and hence we must have #2 = 0 and 

#1 = &2£&2. 

By a suitable change of notation, the lemma also shows that under 
the given hypothesis on R, i£ = cti-r-&i==cti+&2 implies that fa = fa. 

The following theorem is due to Köthe [ i l ] except for the restric
tion on R which seems to be necessary at one point in the proof. 

THEOREM 15. Let R be a ring with no nonzero annihilator, and 
ai (i — l, 2, • • • ) a set of two-sided ideals in R. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions that R be isomorphic to a special subdirect sum of the on are : 

(i) a / \ ty = 0 for i^j. 
(ii) For each i, at- is a direct component of R, that is, there exists a 

(unique) two-sided ideal hi in R such that R = cn+bi. 

(iii)IIfc = 0. 
The necessity of these conditions follows readily from the observa

tions made above—without any restriction on i?. Clearly, these condi
tions are satisfied for the special subdirect sum T by identifying 5 / 
with â , 27 with bt-. The same conditions obviously hold for the cor
responding ideals of any ring R which is isomorphic to T. 

To prove the converse, suppose that ideals ctt- in R satisfy the three 
conditions of the theorem. If a is any element of R, then by (ii) we 
can express a uniquely in the form 

a = a + bi (ai G a*-, fa G fa). 
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Let us denote the homomorphism a—*a,i of R onto da by hi, and write 
hi(a) =a,i. If a is different from zero, a is not in some hi by (iii) and 
hence, for some i, ai — hi(a)?£0. As in the proof of Theorem 2 it fol
lows that 

a<r* (h(a), h2(a), • • • ) 

is an isomorphism of R with a subdirect sum of the a*. Moreover, 
Lemma 1 shows that cttC6y for j V i , and hence if cÇiOn then A;(c) =£, 
^i(c) = 0 iorjy^i. Thus we actually have a special subdirect sum, and 
the proof is completed. 

I t may be of interest to point out that the theorem is not true 
without some restriction on R. As an example, let R be the ring 
with the four distinct elements 0, a, b, a+b; it being given that 
xy = 0 for all elements x, y of R and that 2x = 0 for every element x. 
Then the ideals cti={0, a), Ct2={0, b}, a 3 ={0, a+b} satisfy the 
three conditions of the theorem with b i={0 , b}, 62= {0, a+b}, 
63= {0, a}. In this case, however, the hi are not unique and further
more R can not be isomorphic to a special subdirect sum of the ideals 
cti, 02, Ct3 since a special subdirect sum of a finite number of rings 
is actually the direct sum, and the direct sum of these three rings 
has eight distinct elements. 

We shall presently apply Theorem IS to prove another result, but 
first we need a few preliminary remarks. If, considered as a ring, the 
two-sided ideal a in R has a unit element e, we may say that e is the 
unit element of the ideal a. 

LEMMA 2. If the two-sided ideal a has a unit element, a is a direct 
component of R. 

PROOF. If e is the unit element of a, then ey — eye — ye for every y 
in R, and hence e commutes with all elements of R* If b = {x — ex}, it 
is easy to show that i? = ct4-&. Furthermore, i may be characterized 
as the set of all elements b of R such that eb = be — 0. 

A nonzero two-sided ideal in R which does not properly contain 
a nonzero two-sided ideal of R may be called a simple ideal. Thus a 
simple ideal is just a minimal nonzero two-sided ideal. The next re
sult is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2: 

LEMMA 3. A simple ideal of R which has a unit element is a simple 
ring. 

We may now prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 16.-4 necessary and sufficient condition that a ring R be 
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isomorphic to a special subdirect sum of simple rings with unit element is 
that every nonzero two-sided ideal in R contain a simple ideal with unit 
element. 

We first establish the sufficiency of this condition. If a is an an-
nihilator of Ry the principal two-sided ideal (a) can contain no simple 
ideal with unit element; hence R has no nonzero annihilator. Let 
di (i = 1, 2, • • • ) be the set of all simple ideals in R with unit element. 
By Lemma 2, R = cn-\-bi, where hi consists of all elements x of R such 
that eiX — xei = 0, ei being the unit element of a*. Furthermore, 
c u H a ^ O for i^j, since cu-Ha/is an ideal in the simple ideal cu (or a^). 
Thus the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem IS are satisfied,* and there 
remains to verify that H&i = 0. If H b * ^ 0 , it is a nonzero two-sided 
ideal of R and hence, by hypothesis, it contains some a*, say cti. 
Hence JJhi contains the unit element e\ of cti. But II&*C6i and thus 
e1JIb l = 0, from which it follows that 6i==6i = 0, and cti = 0. This is 
impossible since, by definition, a simple ideal is different from zero. 
Hence U 6 i = 0 , &nd Theorem 15 shows that R is isomorphic to a 
special subdirect sum of the simple rings cu with unit element. 

Conversely, suppose that R is isomorphic to a special subdirect 
sum T of simple rings Si with unit element. We shall show that every 
nonzero ideal in T contains a simple ideal with unit element, and the 
same will therefore be true for R. Let b be a nonzero two-sided ideal 
in Tf and b a nonzero element of 6, say 

b = (6i, &2, #3, • • • ) , 

where &i£Si (i = l, 2, • • • ). Since 6 ^ 0 , some bi?£0 and suppose, for 
convenience of notation, that bi^O. Then b contains 

(ii, »* Js, • • • )(1, 0, 0, • • • ) = (Ji, 0, 0, • • • ), 

and therefore contains the two-sided ideal generated by (&!, 0,0, • • • ) . 
However, since Si is a simple ring this is just the set of all elements 
(x, 0, 0, • • • ), xÇzSi. This is therefore a simple ring with unit ele
ment, and the proof is completed. 

We conclude our remarks on special subdirect sums with a result 
of Köthe [ i l ] . A ring with minimum condition which contains no 
nonzero nil ideal is sometimes said to be completely reducible. More 
generally, a two-sided ideal a in the arbitrary ring R may be said to be 
completely reducible if it contains no nonzero nil ideal of JR and each 
set of right ideals of JR which are contained in a has a minimal one. I t 
can be shown that a completely reducible two-sided ideal a of R has 
a unit element and is therefore a direct component of R. Thus a is 
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also as a ring completely reducible and hence, by the results stated in 
§5, is a direct sum of simple rings each of which is isomorphic to a 
complete matrix ring over a division ring. 

THEOREM 17. -4 necessary and sufficient condition that a ring R be 
isomorphic to a special subdirect sum of simple rings, each of which is a 
complete matrix ring over a division ring, is that every two-sided ideal in 
R contain a completely reducible two-sided ideal of R. 

The proof follows by arguments similar to those used in the proof 
of Theorem 16 except that the set of all simple ideals satisfying the 
minimum condition takes the place of the set of all simple ideals with 
unit element which was used in the proof of that theorem. 

10. Discrete direct sums. As usual, let 5 be the direct sum of 
rings Si, with elements 

s = (su s2, • • • ) (si G Si). 

The subring T of 5 which consists of all elements 5 such that s* is dif
ferent from zero for only a finite number of values of i may be called 
the discrete direct sum of the rings Si. It will be observed that a dis
crete direct sum is a restricted case of a special subdirect sum, and 
that a discrete direct sum of a finite number of rings is actually the 
direct sum. Furthermore, if R is isomorphic to a special subdirect 
sum of its ideals a» (i = 1, 2, • • • ), R will clearly be isomorphic to the 
discrete direct sum of the cu if and only if R is the join of the ideals 
ctt\ Therefore, a ring R without nonzero annihilator is isomorphic to a 
discrete direct sum of ideals ai if and only if R is the join of these 
ideals and the three conditions of Theorem 15 are satisfied. As an 
application of these observations, we can readily prove the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 18.-4 necessary and sufficient condition that a ring R be 
isomorphic to a discrete direct sum of simple rings with unit element is 
that R be the join of its simple two-sided ideals with unit element. 

The necessity of the condition is almost obvious and we therefore 
consider only the sufficiency. Let R be the join of its simple two-sided 
ideals cu with unit element ei. Conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 15 
are satisfied as shown in the proof of Theorem 16, and fois the set of 
all elements b of R such that e»& = &6<=0. Now each element a of R 
is expressible as a finite sum 

a = ah + ai2 + • • • + aik (aia G et*,, s = 1, 2, • • • , k). 
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Since cti^Cctinay, we see that a»^ = 0 for i^j. Thus 

a(e{l + * , + • • • + eik) = a, 

and R can have no nonzero annihilator. Suppose now that a€E:IT&«' 
Since ae^ — a^, it follows that a^ÇjJbiQhiy But ct t inb t l = 0, and 
hence a t l = 0. Similarly, each al# = 0, and therefore a = 0 , that is, 
Hb» = 0. Thus all the conditions of Theorem 15 are satisfied, and this 
completes the proof. 

If R happens to be a Boolean ring, a simple ideal is a field of two 
elements, and R is the join of its simple ideals with unit element if 
and only if R has an atomic basis as defined by Stone. The case of 
Theorem 18 in which R is restricted to be a Boolean ring was proved 
by Stone [26]. 

For another result which is related to the material of this section, 
see Jacobson [8, p. 319]. 

11. Ring imbedding. If a ring R is isomorphic to a subring of a 
direct sum 5 of rings Si, we may identify R with this isomorphic 
subring and consider that 5 contains R. Furthermore, there may be 
important subrings of 5 which also contain R. 

In the first place, we may point out that one may sometimes get 
an interesting result by simply considering R as imbedded in the 
direct sum S itself. For example, since a ring which is dense in a 
vector space 9K over a division ring is a subring of the regular ring 
of all linear transformations of SDÎ, and a direct sum of regular rings 
is a regular ring, Theorem 11 yields the following result: 

THEOREM 19. If Nx(R) = 0, Ris a subring of a regular ring. 

Since the radical as defined by Goldman [5] coincides with Ni(R), 
the results of Goldman [ô] furnish necessary and sufficient conditions 
that a ring be a subring of a regular ring. I t may be of interest to 
remark that from these conditions it is easy to show that there exist 
commutative rings which can be imbedded in regular rings but not 
in commutative regular rings. 

We now describe an imbedding procedure of a different nature. 
Let R be a ring which is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of rings o», 
and let hi be the natural homomorphism of R onto Si. We consider the 
set 7\ of all elements 

t = (h, hy • • • ) 

of the direct sum of the rings S% with the property that if i\, i2, • • • , in 
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is any finite set of distinct indices, there exists an element r of R (de
pending on the set of indices) such that 

K(r) = '<* (* = 1, 2, • • • , n). 
That is, at any finite number of "places," t coincides with some ele
ment of R. I t is easily verified that 7\ is a subring of S which con
tains R. 

In principle, the method by which R has been imbedded in T\ is 
due to Prufer [24], Although his point of view was somewhat dif
ferent, he was apparently the first to use any kind of subdirect sum 
representation. Prüfer was concerned with the case in which R is the 
ring of algebraic integers of a finite algebraic number field and, in our 
terminology, pointed out that JR is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of 
rings R/(a), where a varies over the nonzero elements of R. He then 
showed that the ring 7\, constructed as described above, is a ring 
containing R and that in T\ each element of R is uniquely expressible 
as a product of prime factors. In other words, the elements of T\ are 
"ideal numbers" whose adjunction to R restores unique factorization 
of elements of R, 

By an imbedding process somewhat similar to that just described, 
it is possible to imbed the ring of rational integers in the ring of p-adic 
integers. This is carried out in detail in Krull [ ló] where reference is 
made to Prüfer [24]. More recently, the same general idea has been 
used in various connections—in particular, in certain parts of the 
class field theory. 
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